Objectives:
To wind-up database concepts of simplification from an OO standpoint and discuss further AOP concepts. To also hand in the take home final exam and go over the expectations once again.

Reading Assignment:
Textbook: - none -

Contents:
- Database Concepts 1 hr
- Aspect Oriented Programming 1 hr
- Final and expected Answer 1 hr
CS445: WEEK 15

Database Finalize
  Expected to be simple
  DB Admins do the real work
  we need to know the basis
  Recovery of system after disaster (not in exam)  50min/50min

Aspect Oriented Programming
  Is it end for OOP/D/A?
  Next Step or Side Step?
  Implementation?
  Questions to ask and answer  50min/100min

Final Expectations
  Final similar to the last 5 weeks combined
  Need a proposed solution to the problem
  Need Details on Assumptions
  No Code that runs
  Pseudocode a must
  Database expected
    Simplified, not normalized
    Argument about the database optimization (extra credit)
  Solution due date and time line guidelines  50min/150min